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Even as the world digitizes, paper documents remain an important part of our business landscape and 
compliance requirements often mandate the secure, long-term storage of certain files. Whether you 
have a full file room of paperwork or just a few boxes, our state-of-the-art secure storage facilities 
provide clients with:

Secure storage of confidential documents at our compliant, hardened facilities

Minimized risk of theft or exploitation of sensitive information with multi-step security protocols

Long-term storage solutions at a cost-effective rate to fit any budget

THE NEW, LOW-COST STORAGE SOLUTION

SOLUTION BRIEF

Increased Security: Our facilities offer multi-step security protocols, locks, security cameras, 
24/7 surveillance and secure, discreet transportation of assets – all of which are done by trained 
and fully vetted industry professionals.

Cost Efficient: Utilizing an off-site managed storage facility can reduce the overhead costs 
associated with file storage, including lowering the physical space needed, security equipment, 
administrative labor and more in your operations. 

Ensures Compliance: Federal law regulates the management and accessibility of employee and 
customer data. Utilizing an off-site record storage facility can help ensure compliance and protect 
your business from unnecessary risk.

BENEFITS OF OFF-SITE STORAGE
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Assets can be picked up and dropped off utilizing our discreet asset transportation services, featuring 
vehicles with GPS tracking

Once assets are dropped at our hardened, secure facility, documents, media and other records are 
cataloged and stored in a vault space dedicated to each client

Our multi-step protocols also offer visual verification at-will, providing confidence in knowing that critical 
assets are safely and securely stored

Our team will also unseal and transport any portion of the stored containers back to the client at any time

OUR PROCESS

OSS was founded by a highly skilled and experienced team whose backgrounds are uniquely matched to 
the challenge of pioneering security-based risk management solutions. We specialize in “Full-Spectrum” risk 
management solutions founded upon proven security protocols, practices and standards designed to anticipate 
and mitigate the widest scope of potential threats.

WHY OSS?

Government Entities

Law Firms

CPA Offices

Financial Institutions

Medical Offices

Hospitals

Public Utilities

Architectural Firms 
 
 

Any business needing 
secure, long-term storage

WHO WE WORK WITH


